ABSTRACT Authorship attribution (AA) is a stylometric analysis task of finding the author of an anonymous/disputed text document. In AA, the performance improvement of class-based feature selection schemas, such as Chi-square, and Gini index over frequency-based feature selection schemas, such as document frequency, common n-grams, and inverted document frequency has been shown to be limited. In AA, the feature selection process is significantly affected by topic distributions. In this paper, we assess the performance of a global feature selection approach into which the document's topic category is incorporated to scale the existing feature weights. In this approach, the common features of an author among different topics indicate higher relevance for the author and thus have higher weights. On the other hand, features with biased topic distributions are assumed to have high topic relevance and lower weights. In this approach, the global topic measure and the author specific topic measure are combined in order to scale the existing selection weights of the features. The ten-fold cross-validation experiment result on a multi-topic dataset with a random topic distribution indicates that our approach improves the performance of Chi-square, modified Gini index, and common n-grams schemas significantly in the best performing configurations of the classifiers.
I. INTRODUCTION
The task of authorship attribution (AA) is the identification of the author of a disputed/unknown text document. Modern AA methods focus on determining the authorship through the supervised text classification methods; however, they are different from other text classification tasks in terms of feature engineering [1] - [4] . Feature sets suggested for exploiting the stylometric properties of the authors are generally assumed to be topic independent, and they indeed encode little or no information about the content of the document. In recent studies, these feature sets are addressed as vocabulary richness, readability measures, character n-grams, terms and function words [5] - [8] .
In AA, the number of studies involving a feature selection process is limited, and traditional feature selection schemas, such as document frequency filtering, information gain, The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Biju Issac. odds ratio and chi square have been compared on datasets with very few authors. According to these comparisons, simple document frequency (DF) based term selection has been reported to be quite competitive with other feature selection methods [9] , [10] . Along with traditional class-based feature selection schemas, a frequency-based feature selection method known as local common n-grams (CNG) has been specifically proposed for feature selection in AA tasks [11] - [13] . However, CNG has not been compared with existing feature selection approaches on the same datasets.
Traditional filter-based feature selection approaches in text classification use co-occurrence frequencies of the features and the class-labels for ranking features according to their discriminative power. In this study, we propose a new feature selection schema, which assists a class-based feature selection process by using topic information of the document. Our approach works on the assumption that the uniform distribution of a feature among different topics is a good property for stylometric analysis. Therefore, such features should have higher weights. On the other hand, the features correlated with certain topics should have appropriate weights based on the divergence of the author specific distributions in a given topic from their general distributions in the same topics. This approach is shaped according to the idea of both rewarding the features with function word characteristics for a given author, and punishing the features with topic bias for the same author. The proposed approach computes the appropriate scaling constants for the existing class-based weights through topical properties of the feature. In this study, we directly used general tags that the authors assign to their documents as topic categories. These tags represent the general topics, such as sports, travel, computers and technology. In order to assess the significance, we compared the performance of common n-grams (CNG), modified Gini index (GI), and Chi-square (CHI) with and without the adjustments on the feature weights made by the proposed method. Our experimental setup consists of 10-fold cross validation for multinomial naïve Bayes, multilayer perceptron and support vector machine classifiers on an English blog dataset with 100 authors. The comparisons are made on the dimensionality reduction sizes of 5000, 1000, 500, 100, and 50. The classification results indicate a significant performance increase for the scaling approaches on the baseline feature selection schema with the same set of classification parameters. Introducing the scaling approach to the existing feature selection schema improves the performance more as the feature selection dimension is reduced.
In Section II, common feature selection methods applied in AA tasks are briefly explained. In Section III, the details of three scaling techniques are given. In Section IV, the details of our datasets, evaluation strategy and evaluations for feature weighting and selection methods are given. In Section V, the results are interpreted and some conclusions are made.
II. FEATURE SELECTION METHODS
In text classification, feature weighting and selection have been analyzed in depth [14] , [15] . In the literature of classification, the general approaches to feature selection is divided into three categories: wrappers, filters and embedded methods [16] . Wrappers use a classifier in order to access the performance in selecting subset of features. They consider feature dependencies in order to achieve better performance. However, for large feature sets, they are computationally expensive. Filter methods use information about the features, such as class frequency and document frequency to properly weight and select discriminative features. Embedded approaches act with the classifier states to classify and select features. They are more time-efficient than wrapper approaches [17] , [18] . Most of the feature selection methods in text classification are filter-based methods since selecting tens of thousands of features by combinatorial elimination as in wrapper approaches is inappropriate.
Traditional feature selection approaches on text classification use the class labels to select the features in multi-class dataset. However, in a recent study, a wrapper approach has been presented to select subset of features in multi-label dataset [19] . In this study, the similarity of the samples with the same labels are maximized or preserved by the selection of a feature. The evaluations indicate significant performance improvement in the best performing baseline approaches. However, this approach is not scalable to hundreds of thousand of features as in our case.
Common filter-based feature selection approaches in text classification are document frequency (DF), odds ratio (OR), mutual information, Chi-square (CHI), improved Gini Index (GI), and Information Gain (IG). In AA, CNG approach is proved its effectiveness. Savoy experimented in the topics of sports and politics in Italian and English newspaper articles [10] . He indicated that among nine different feature selection approaches, CNG achieves more robust results than IG and CHI2.
AA approaches differ from topic classification in terms of features. In AA, function words (stop words) are not eliminated since they have stylometric properties [6] , [20] , [21] and are assumed to have less topic correlation [22] . In general, function word frequency in documents is much higher than topic words. In IDF, function words have lower weights but high term frequencies. With multiplication of IDF term weights and the term frequency, a balance in IDF based term weighting is maintained IDF achieves robust performance in datasets where authors write about a single topic. However, in a multi-topic dataset, the distribution of function words may differ across topics which create topic-biased weights in IDF. To handle topic bias in AA, the traditional approach is to select common features with simple document frequency filtering. In general, features with higher DF have been effective in most AA datasets [23] . However, in imbalanced topic distributions, features with high DF may have topic dependencies. Through this study, this problem is solved by introducing topic-based scaling for existing feature weights. In subsections A through C, the details of IDF, CHI2, GI and common n-gram methods are given.
A. INVERTED DOCUMENT FREQUENCY
Inverted document frequency (IDF) has been widely applied in text classification. IDF assumes that rare terms are more discriminative than common terms. Therefore it assigns higher scores to rare terms and lower scores to common terms. Although IDF is a common feature-weighting schema, it is not quite appropriate for feature selection in AA tasks since stylometric features have higher occurrence rates than other features. For instance, function words -a well-known feature set in AA -have higher document frequencies, thus when IDF selection schema is applied on arbitrary words, most function words will get lower scores and be eliminated. For this reason, the application of IDF in AA is restricted to feature weighting rather than feature selection. The common formulation of IDF is given in (1) .
In (1), N is the total number of documents, and DF i is the number of documents where feature i appears. In order to eliminate infinity values, 1 is added to the nominator and the denominator before applying the logarithm. Since IDF is a global feature weighting schema, the final weight of the feature is equal to its IDF score.
B. CHI-SQUARE
Chi-square is a popular term selection method which is commonly used in classification [24] , [25] . It is based on the independence assumption of two events, which are probability values computed by global occurrence of the term and the occurrence of term for a given class. If these events are dependent, then it can be inferred that the term has author bias thus is discriminative. The simplified formulation of Chi-square is given in (2) .
In (2), N is total number of documents, A is the document frequency of term i for documents of author j , B is the document frequency term i in the documents of other authors, C is the number of documents of author j where term i does not appear, and D is the number of documents of other authors where term i does not appear.
The final weight of a term is computed by averaging the sum of Chi-square for all authors as given in (3), where M is the total number of authors, author j is current author and term i is the term to be weighted.
C. IMPROVED GINI INDEX
Traditional Gini index measures the impurity (non-purity) of term among the classes. It is introduced by learning of classification and regression trees in order to give a binary decision according the term distribution among categories. In this study we used the improved version of Gini Index [15] . Improved Gini Index (GI) is computed according to (4)
Probabilities of p(tęc i )and p(c i |t) are computed as in (5) and (6) 
CNG is a feature selection technique specifically applied in AA [4] , [12] , [11] . Finding representative features for authors is applied by selecting common set of features for all authors separately. A feature is discriminative when it occurs in most of the documents written by a given author. Based on this definition, a score is computed by (7) .
Document frequency of term in author c j Number of document of author c j
CNG method is appropriately formulated in (7), where M is the total number of authors applied for averaging the score. Unlike inverted document frequency, this approach does not consider common or rare occurrences of features.
III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
Author term choice is determined by the elements of the content and author style [6] , [12] , [21] . In a broad sense, the content elements are topic and genre. Filter-based term selection methods use author and term correlations to determine a global score for the term. In AA tasks, the general assumption for selecting useful features is vulnerable to author -topic correlations. For instance, consider the case where the training documents of an author belong to a single topic, then the existing feature selection procedure for this author becomes biased to topic. In the worst-case scenario, this topic is not shared by other authors. In this case, a test document of another author written about this topic is likely to have non-discriminative features. Thus, in AA, the termtopic and author -topic correlations are effective properties for selecting features.
In the proposed approach, global topic and author specific topic measures are combined to scale existing feature weights. Global topic measure computes the entropy of features according to the topics. Entropy gives high scores for features with uniform distributions among topics and lower score for topic-biased features. Along with global topic measures, the author's topical divergence from the global topical divergence is an important property especially when authors are identified by their topic correlations. To measure these correlations, we measure the symmetric divergence between author specific topic and global topic distributions. Divergence computes the distance of the author topic distribution from global topic distribution for a specific feature and author. The final measure is obtained by averaging all the distances of the authors. Higher divergence average of a feature indicates higher discriminative power. On the other hand, lower divergence average of a feature indicates that the term choices in most of the topics is highly similar to their global occurrences in respective topics. Thus, they are less likely to be discriminative. In subsection A, the global topic measure is explained, and in subsection B, the adaptation of symmetric divergence to author specific measure is given. Finally, in subsection C, the final formulation for the combination of these measures is given.
A. GLOBAL TOPIC MEASURE
Global topic measure is applied for scoring the imbalance ratio of the feature topic distribution. In AA tasks, topic bias has a negative effect because topics are usually shared among authors, and an author cannot be identified by the topic. Although the features with high occurrence rates, such as function words are likely to be uncorrelated with the topics, they might contain some topical dependencies. Thus, they should not be assumed to be discriminative. In order to measure how much a common feature is dependent to topic, entropy is used. Entropy is a measure of uncertainty of events [26] . It gives high scores for uniform distributions and low scores for skew distributions. In our case, a feature's uniform appearance among topics is a good property. Higher entropy values satisfy this criteria. Entropy measure is given in (8) .
In (8), we calculate p (topic|feature) by dividing the document frequency of feature appearing in topic to global document frequency of the feature. This formulation is given in (9) .
document frequency of feature in topic total document frequency of feature (9) After the entropy is computed for a given feature, the final weight of this feature is scaled by multiplying its weight with its entropy. It is given in (10). weight = weight i * Entropy (feature) (10)
B. AUTHOR SPECIFIC TOPIC MEASURE
Author specific measure is applied to score the difference of term distribution from its global distribution according to the topics. The divergence of the author's vocabulary in a given topic is a discriminative property. In this approach, a symmetric divergence (J-Divergence) is used. It is a distance measure for determining how much a given probability distribution differs from another probability distribution [27] . The average of the distance for all authors and topics are used to score the feature. In (11), the formulation of symmetric divergence is given.
In (11), p1 is the joint probability of term i and topic k and p2 is the joint probability of feature i for topic k and author j . Topics represent the topics of the documents written by the author j . Formulation for these probabilities are given in (12) and (13 
In (12), DF of feature in topic is the number of documents where feature appears in the topic k . In (13), the DF of feature for author j and topic k represents the number of documents written about topic k by author j . Lower topical divergence of features is a good property for generalization. It implies that the author's vocabulary is similar to the general vocabulary of the given topic. On the other hand, higher divergence indicates topical bias for the author and implies a discriminative function of the feature for the author. The final average of J-Divergence for all authors is given in (14) , where m represents the number of authors, and the final feature weight is calculated as in (15) .
C. BALANCED MEASURE Both global and author specific distribution of topics for each feature are important factors in feature selection. However, when the author writes in single and distinct topics, the topic bias increases, and the author discriminative power for the feature decreases. Thus, the topic bias in the feature weight should be canceled according to the degree of the topic and author correlation. Through combining the symmetric divergence and entropy, we neutralize the topic bias on the feature. We use symmetric divergence in order to detect author topic dependency. For example, if the given feature is distinctive for the topic yet its global topic distribution is not similar to the author topic distribution, then the symmetric divergence will balance the entropy score. In this approach, the final weight of a feature is computed through entropy and symmetric divergence as given in (16) . weight = weight i * (1+Entropy * Avg − Divergence) (16) Equation (16) should be interpreted as follows; when the entropy is low for a given feature, then it implies that the feature has topic correlations. In this case, if the symmetric divergence score is low, then the feature encodes much of the information about topics rather than authors. However, if the divergence score is high, then there are author specific dependencies in feature topic correlations, thus the feature weight should be increased. On the other hand, when the entropy measure is high, the feature is less correlated with topics, and the feature weight should be increased according to the topic correlations.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, the general pipeline for the preparation of the dataset, the details of the evaluation strategy and the results are given. In subsection A, the dataset preparation is introduced by giving the details of partitioning algorithm and filtering parameters that control topical density of the dataset. In subsection B, the evaluation strategy for authorship attribution is presented. In subsection C, the classification performance of each feature selection schema and the proposed scaling technique are compared. It is noted that the experimental setup created many results for classifiers, weighting and selection. Section V is dedicated to analyzing these results in detail.
A. DATASET PREPERATION
In order to build a multi-topic dataset, we crawled English blogs, namely Boing Boing, Engadet and Gizmodo. The collected documents contain a diverse set of topics written by over thousand authors. Documents are collected in plain xml format with tags of author name, title, topic keyword and paragraphs. Before dataset preparation, we applied data cleaning, where author relevant information is removed from the document content. Most of the author related content is placed in the ending paragraphs.
Such information consists of urls, emails and names. In order to remove this content, we scored the symbol density of the paragraphs where each symbol ('@', '/', '.', and ':') is counted and averaged by the number of tokens in the given paragraph. The paragraphs with the average symbol density score above 0.9 are removed from the document content.
In order to build a multi topic AA dataset, we used the topic keywords assigned by the authors. We filtered the documents according to the number of topics of each author and the number of documents in each topic. We used several parameters during filtering to maintain the balance of the number of the topics of authors. These parameters are maximum document count, maximum number of topics, author minimum count and author topic count. By changing these parameters, the topic and the document count per author are controlled. The flow diagram for document filtering based on the topic distributions is given in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 . Fig. 1 is dedicated to choosing the authors who write at least about a certain number of distinct topics. Author filtering can be explained in three stages. In the first stage, we filter the authors with document frequency (DF) above author minimum count. In the second stage, we filter the topics for these authors. Topics with document frequency (DF) above minimum count are selected and used to filter the authors in the next stage. In the third stage, we filter authors based on the number of distinct topics selected in stage two. In this stage, the authors who write in at least minimum number of topics are filtered by using author topic count. Finally, all the authors and corresponding documents are stored as documents in order to be processed in the next stage of dataset generation as demonstrated in Fig. 2 .
In Fig. 2 , the documents and authors which are filtered in the previous filtering stage are used for filtering the topics. Firstly, we select the documents from each topic for each author separately so that each author has a certain number of documents in each topic. Secondly, we use these documents to create top topic set. A topic in top topic set has the top number of distinct authors. Later, we filter the documents generated by the top topic set. Finally, we keep or shuffle the results to feed into k-fold cross validation experiments. It is noted that the topic density of the dataset is determined via minimum count, maximum count and topic count. Other parameters, such as author minimum count are used to fix the number of documents per author. The generated dataset will have at least author topic count multiplied by the minimum count number of documents per author, and for each author, the distinct topic count will be above author topic count.
For creating the dataset we fixed the parameters of the first stage parameters the author minimum count, minimum count, author topic count as 120, 10, and 2 and the parameters of the second stage parameters maximum count, and topic count as 240 and 20 respectively. By using these parameters and the cross-validation, we created 10 different training/testing collections. The final collection contains 100 authors and a total of 18823 documents. In this dataset, the authors write at most in 4 topics and at least in 2 topics, and the total number of topics in the dataset is 20. Each author has at least 100 documents and at most 200 documents. The average number of distinct terms in the dataset is 53368.
B. EVALUATION
In evaluation, macro averaged f-measure along with cross validation is used. F-measure is a popular scoring technique for evaluating multi-class classification tasks. It is equally weighted harmonic mean of precision and recall. Precision and recall are the fundamental evaluation measures for text classification. Precision measures the positive prediction performance, and recall measures the positive prediction rate. Precision and recall are formulated over true positive (TP), false positive (FP), true negative (TN), and false negative (FN). TP is the correct prediction count for a given class. FP is the incorrect prediction count for a given class. TN is the number of correct predictions for the samples that belong to other classes (negative cases). FN is the number of incorrect predictions of a given class for the samples that belong to other classes. Precision, recall and f-measure are given in (17) , (18) , and (19) respectively.
In the experimental setup, we applied 10-fold cross validation where equal percentage of samples from each class are selected for training and testing. Before applying 10-fold cross-validation, first the authors are sorted according to their document size, and the authors who have the most documents in the collection are selected for evaluation.
C. RESULTS
In this section, the details of evaluation of the dataset prepared by the steps given in the previous section are given. In all the experiments, the common text classifiers known as multinomial naïve Bayes (NB), multilayer neural network (NN) and C-SVM (SVM), are used. In multinomial naïve Bayes classifier, the default settings of Spark MLLIB Framework [28] is used. In multilayer neural network, single hidden layer with the 1/3 of the size of the input layer is used. On the other hand, for the C-SVM classifier, the LIBSVM implementation is used by selecting the linear classifier with shrinking [29] . In Table I, Table II and Table III , the macro F-measure scores for CNG, Chi-square (CHI), and modified Gini index (GI) methods and their scaled versions in settings of feature selection with dimensionality sizes of 5000, 1000, 500, 100 and 50 terms are compared. The terms are extracted by a simple tokenizer without any stemming and processing. For comparability, the selected terms are weighted by TF-IDF schema in all the experiments. All the scaling approaches are separated by a dash symbol from the name of the feature selection schema. Entropy (ENT), divergence (DIV) and the balanced schema (BAL) are combined with common n-grams (CNG), Gini index (GI), and Chi-square (CHI). In Tables I,  II and III, for each dimensionality, the top performances are marked with asterisk symbol ( * ). Moreover without using feature selection, the scores for NB, NN, and C-SVM classifiers are obtained as 54.496, 66.305, and 66.9.
According to the results given in Tables I, II and III, ENT, DIV and BAL scalers improve the performance of the baseline feature selection schema for naïve Bayes, multilayer neural network and C-SVM classifiers. At least one of the three proposed scaling methods achieved the top performance in all term selection experiments.
In general, the top feature selection performances are obtained with the dimensionality size of 5000. In dimensionalities of 1000, 500, 100, and 50, the performance of CNG is significantly higher than the performance of CHI and GI schemas. As the dimensionality reduces, the top scores decrease, the performance of CNG becomes higher than the performance of CHI and GI, and the improvement of the scalers of ENT, DIV and BAL becomes more significant. In terms of classifier comparisons, C-SVM achieves the best performances; however, as the dimensionality decreases, the performance of NN classifier becomes higher than C-SVM classifier. The performances of the proposed scaling methods vary with the baseline feature selection method and the classification algorithm, but in general, the scalers improve the best performance for all classifiers in all dimension sizes.
In all the classifiers, the best performing scaler is DIV and the performance improvements of DIV over the best classification performances in dimensions of 5000, 1000, 500, 100 and 50 are approximately 2, 2.5, 3, 4 and 5 points. On the other hand, the improvement of ENT and BAL scalers is significantly dependent on the classifier and the dimension. All the scalers improve the baseline performance significantly.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Modern feature selection schemas on text classification tasks have been experimented in content dependent tasks where the document content and target label are directly related. For instance, in topic classification, the content of the document contains terms related with the topic. However, in AA, the content of a document is not directly related with the label. Given the topic, the document content of two different authors is very likely to be similar.
In most real scenarios, the authors write in multiple topics. In large datasets with multiple topics and large number of authors, the performance of authorship attribution is mostly determined by the discriminative power of terms. Feature selection approaches on these conditions become a necessity for extracting discriminative features. In AA tasks, the frequency-based feature selection schemas, such as common n-grams and document frequency have been shown to be quite competitive with class-based feature selection schemas. In this study, n-grams, modified Gini index, Chi square in a large multi-topic AA datasets with 18.823 documents written in 20 topics are compared, and a novel term weight scaling approach to improving the performance of these feature selection schemas is proposed. Proposed scaling approaches use the distribution properties of a term in different topics and count in function word like behavior in feature selection. Our approach does not eliminate function words and other discriminative features strictly as in other feature selection schemas.
In the experimental evaluations, it is shown that using the proposed scaling approaches to scale the existing weights achieves the top performance in multinomial naïve Bayes, multilayer neural network, and C-SVM classifiers. When the best performing feature selection performance is chosen as baseline, the performance improvements of the scalers for different dimensionality reduction sizes are in a range of 2 -25%, which indicates a significant performance improvement on macro F-measure scores obtained by 10-fold cross validation on a large dataset. However there are also cases where the scaler does not improve the performance. For example, for Chi-square (CHI) the entropy scaler (ENT) does not improve the classification results. In such cases the scaler and the baseline term selection are not behaving compatibly and the scaler may be reducing the weights of discriminative terms. This generally occurs in higher dimensionality reduction sizes and is specific to the scaler and term selection method.
In AA studies, genre and topic are such important factors that they improve the feature selection performance. On the other hand, a similar relationship between topic and author style exists in multi-domain and multi-genre topic classification tasks where the genre and author style have a negative impact on the prediction performance of the topic. In such cases, the information of the genre and author style can be employed similarly for feature selection.
